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COMMON BARRACK AGENDA
Acrobatics: Tuesday, 20:00 (Nina, 39)
Capoeira Angola: Tuesday, Thursday
& Sunday, 18:00 (Heitor, 105)
Juggling: Wednesday, 20:00 (Coretta,
35)
Wake Up meditation: Wednesday
(contact Jasper, 93, before showing
up)
Plus: we caught rumours about a
Clothing Swap [Kledingruil] activity
(?) and a Daily playing hour (Roos, 81)
coming soon!

Dear Droef inhabitants! Here you have a new
Droevendalia, made by a new group of editors:
Daan (69), Ellen (67), Kris (55), Nina (61), Peter
(61) and Ward (61).
We would like to try to publish a new Droevendalia
on a more regular basis, in order to enhance
the Droef feeling. Therefore we are looking
for news, columns, stories, and everything
you would like to share. Please contact us at
droevendalia@droevendaal.nl, or better: just

pass by at one of our houses.
In this issue, we have a report about the
disappeared spontaneous art compositions that
were found just before the cleaning up action
of the 23th of March. Furthermore, we started
two new recurrent items: “A dinner adventure
at…” and “Back in the Old Days”, where we
place an article of an old Droevendalia.
Enjoy!

The aesthetics of junk
By Daan van Vliet & Ward Maaswinkel
Each winter something magical happens on
Droevendaal. When all the green is gone the
natural wonders of nature are replaced by
spontaneous compositions of wood, rubber
and plastic. Like the particles in an intricate
crystal, househould items self-assemble in
formations which should not be mistaken for
heaps of junk. These are true works of art!
As your reporters, we think these oftenoverlooked pieces should be given more
attention. Why pass them by without notice
and give up any attempt to enjoy them
when there is so much beauty and detail to
be seen upon a closer look? We sure found
lots of it. Therefore, with this collection of
photographs, we hope the miracles of this
winter will not be forgotten.
We hope next year even more inspiring
pieces will arise!
At the entrance of Droevendaal expectations are raised
by this first masterpiece.

This wood shed suffered an explosion. Post-apocalyptic
influences.

The flower pots, once so richly blooming with flowers,
lie scattered beside an empty bathtub, covered by
fence wire. Both empty, both unused. As Oscar Wilde
said; it’s not art if it has a function…
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The compost guillotine. The name might suggest it was
used to kill compost, but it was actually a big filtering
device! Until it became unused. Now it is just art.

Mart with his contribution to add to the entrance
composition. “Wat is dat, Mart?” Mart: “Dit is zooi.”

The black hole in this composition draws
all the attention. It sucks you in, invites
you to seat yourself on the couch and
take a nap. But if you do, you will never
get out… Captivating.
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Droef Documentary
Sessions

Droef survival tip:
cat trapped

The documentary ‘Who killed the honey
bee?’, shown in the common barrack on
February 18, marked the start of a series:
Droevie Docu Sessions.

Suppose, one of your housemates is away
for a few days and locked his/her room. And
suppose, it appears that (one of) the cat(s)
is trapped inside. And the windows are all
closed. What do you do?

By Nina de Haan

By Luc Steinbuch

The five weeks after each had their own
documentary on Monday, with critical Step 1) Is it during office hours?
themes as consumerism in combination with > yes: arrange a temporal key with the
globalization and food waste, with the last caretaker (Eugene, 06-53 64 36 00). Case
two documentaries telling more solution closed.
oriented stories.
> no: oops, you have a problem. Go to step
2).
The initiative for the Droevie Docu Sessions
came from Adrian (35) and Clara (51) and Step 2) Is money abundant..?
they are open for suggestions on which docu > yes: call the 24 hour service of Dalkia
should be shown next.
(0317- 41 36 43). They will pass by with
a spare key. This will cost just 155 euroos
The last one planned was ‘The power of (because it is not a technical failure).
Community: How Cuba survived the peak > no: you have a real problem, especially if
oil’ for March 25, but the series has already you don’t want to cause permanent damage
been extended one week with ‘10 years like breaking a window. At least, you can
Dutch Party for the Animals’ and there might keep the cat alive by removing the threshold
as well be more to follow. Adrian and Clara and the rubber strip under the door. As this
will keep you posted!
threshold is fixed by a few nails, you can
just remove the nails and push the threshold
inside the room. This gives you about 3 cm
of space, enough to provide water and solid
feed.
Let’s not talk about the hygienic dimension
of this situation.
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A dinner adventure at... 69

By Peter Davids & Kris van ‘t Klooster

Upon arrival the house was bustling with
activity. The kitchen was filled with people
enjoying pizzas and with the creation of
new versions to enjoy after a short heat
treatment. Different from fast food this was
more like none stop food.

Just in case you were thinking of putting
bananas on your pizza, think twice which
ones you buy. In the house of 69 a storm
was awakened when Dole bananas were
mentioned. Don’t buy these and boycott
them whenever possible. If you are looking
for good reasons behind this boycott, start
a conversation with Christoph, make sure
somehow you turn the conversation towards
bananas and if this doesn’t work, just plainly
ask him directly in the face and he will be
more than happy to state why this brand of
bananas should be avoided.

One oven was not enough for this kind of
evening and thus the neighbours’ oven was
used as well. For us, humble reporters of
the Droevendalia, it was okay to join in even
though our bellies were already filled, so we
feasted along with the inhabitants of 69 and
their friends.

The Recipe for the pizza dough

We tried the different versions of pizzas
which were exhibited on the different
tables. The chef responsible for this pizza
fest was Chiara from Italy, who was willing
to share the dough recipe with us, and thus
with you. This recipe is sufficient for 3 to 4
pizzas.

1kg Flour
600mL Water
6 spoons oil
2 tablespoons sugar
1x fresh yeast
20g salt

The topping for the pizza can be whatever
you like as long as you like it and then it will
taste great.

4 hours rest and peace in a warm spot
to enable the yeast to do its job

Vacancy: Grass mower Service Manager
•
•
•
•

Solution selling to existing customer base and new prospects
Knowledge in handling complex systems products
Be available to travel within Droevendaal
Be comfortable working in a slow-paced environment with respect to nature
Are you ready for your next career move? Please contact: Luc (37) or Peter (61)
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Droef is what you make it:
Some time ago, Idealis removed the nonfunctional aerials and aereal sticks from our
bicycle sheds. However, they just left the
coax-cables and outside pvc-tubes (actually
a bit messy). See the arrows in figure 1.

Then, gently but firmly pull the cable in the
meter cupboard. The next pictures show the
start of this process. (figure 4 and 5)
Finally, you have a electrical cord from the
meter cupboard to your bicycle shed. As
there is an electrical outlet in the meter
cupboard, attach a plug; in the bicycle shed,
make a nice (and safe) construction like in
figure 6 and 7.

In most barracks, this black coax cable runs
from the kitchen, via the meter cupboard
[meterkast], to the bicycle shed. In the
meter cupboard, you can see the black cable
running from one yellow pvc-pipe coming
from the floor to another. And we can use Another way could be to attach the coaxcable
this infrastructure to get electricity to the to a 12V power supply in the kitchen and
outside!(Figure 2)
have those 12 volts available outside, for
example for LED’s or halogen bulbs. And,
It’s actually quite easy: as the coax cable is talking about safety: if you don’t want your
not capable of safely transferring 230Volts, barrack to burn down because one of the
attach a normal electrical extension cable (future) housemates connects a 2200 Watt
(for example 3x1.5mm2 ‘cupper surface’) in electrical barbeque to your outside power
a strong, yet flexible and ‘aero dynamical’ system and something gets overheated, use
way to the coax cable (in the picture, it is wires as thick as possible (officially, it should
attached to a fish tape [draw wire; trekveer], be 3 separate, solid 2.5mm2 wires) or take
but it’s the same principle). (figure 3)
other measures.
If you want to see how it looks, just pass by
at ’37!
Luc

Figure 1
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lights in the bicycle shed

By Luc Steinbuch

Figure 5

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 6

Figure 4
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Back in the old days...

Written by: Marijn in 2007; found by Daan van Vliet

It must have been two years ago that goats do not seem to find this human thing a very
inhibited Droevendaal. Now they are back! important thing at all.
Monday the 16th of April they passed by and
decided to stay with us.
After some discussion we decided to call
them Linda and Monique. After Linda de
Where do they come from? Some people Mol and Monique van de Ven, two famous
know that they are a creation of God. I do Dutch actresses. First we thought of Viola
not know that (and I question myself how and Catherine, after the two showmasters
it is possible that people know something of the “all-time classic” 5 o’clock show. But
like that). Others say that they come from a who still remembers that show? And by the
farm not far away from Droevendaal where way, Linda and Monique sounds much easier.
they could not stay any longer. Now that Linda and Monique themselves? They do not
seems more plausible to me.
give a Goddamn thing about it.
When I look at them, they did not seem to
be interested in the question where they
came from at all. They are just here. Now
they are here we had to give them names,
‘cause that is what humans do. Again, they

Linda and Monique have their house in 69’s
garden. They are there, outside grazinghours, to give you free hugs. And maybe,
maybe, maybe one day they will drop by
your house to check how fresh and green
your grass is!
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